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Abstract
Existing programmable simulators enable researchers
to customize different driving scenarios to conduct inlab automotive driver simulations. However, softwarebased simulators for cognitive research generate and
maintain their scenes with the support of 3D engines,
which may affect users’ experiences to a certain degree
since they are not sufficiently realistic. Now, a critical
issue is the question of how to build scenes into realworld ones. In this paper, we introduce the first step in
utilizing video-to-video synthesis, which is a deep
learning approach, in OpenDS framework, which is an
open-source driving simulator software, to present
simulated scenes as realistically as possible. Off-line
evaluations demonstrated promising results from our
study, and our future work will focus on how to merge
them appropriately to build a close-to-reality, real-time
driving simulator.
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Introduction

Figure 1: A 2D building “sticker”.

Figure 2: A 3D building example.

Figure 3: An example of
scene without the “sticker”.

the

Existing programmable simulators enable researchers
to customize different driving scenarios to conduct inlab automotive driver simulations. However, softwarebased simulators for cognitive research generate and
maintain their scenes with the support of 3D engines,
which may affect users’ experiences to a certain degree
since they are sufficiently realistic. Now, a critical issue
is the question of how to present scenes which are
more realistic.

the

OpenDS has provided freedom for researchers to build
and customize their scenarios. However, the rotations
of simulated scenes made a original clear image
become vague with the changes of the visual field. In
particular, buildings by roads suffered from this mostly.

Our Approach: Video-to-Video Synthesis

In this paper, we introduce our work-in-progress, which
is to build a close-to-reality, real-time cognitive driving
simulator to enhance the user experience while
undertaking in-lab studies. We first generated several
video pieces from OpenDS framework, which is a free,
portable and open-source driving simulator [5]. We
then transformed those pieces into colored frames
based on labeling policy. Finally, We took the video-tovideo synthesis, which is a deep learning approach in
Computer Vision, as a subsystem to build realistic
scenes [6]. Off-line evaluations demonstrated both
promising results and outstanding challenges from
video-to-video synthesis. Our future work will focus on
how to merge them appropriately to be realistic.

We chose Video-to-Video Synthesis (vid2vid) to
generate realistic scenes. We aimed to achieve a closeto-reality simulation for users, with the minimal
adjustments in OpenDS framework to keep its original
features. There are three reasons that we chose vid2vid.
First, vid2vid is the most suitable framework for video
generations. Previous work on building realistic scenes
limited its practicality since they applied Image-toImage synthesis [3], which led to drifts in video flow
while emerging images into one video.
Second, vid2vid is an extensible framework for
different demands of scenes. The current versions of
Vid2vid relied on Cityscape, a open-sourced highresolution data set on Germany street views when
driving [1]. It’s applicable to be generalized into
different places as needed, when there are data
support, like Apolloscape (i.e. similar dataset for street
views in China) [2].

Motivation
In this section, we have taken an example to illustrate
what was our motivation by analyzing the functionality
of OpenDS and its drawbacks.
Before launching OpenDS, a set of images were stored
in advance for further scene generation, an example of
which is shownin Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an example
of a 3D building model, while Figure 3 demonstrates
this model in a scenario. Then, OpenDS built the scene

Figure 4: An example of
scene with the “sticker”.

by pasting these “stickers”1 onto 3D building model.
Finally, it appears in the simulated scenario and rotated
with the changes of view, as shown in Figure 4.

Third, vid2vid is a portable framework. Most
implementations of vid2vid were done on PyTorch, a
1

refers to those 2D building images,

like Figure 1.

cross-platform open-sourced machine learning system
[4]. This feature allowed vid2vid to be embedded with
OpenDS without resetting Operating Systems.

Figure 5: An standard example of
labeled version from vid2vid.
Please note that the actual ones
used in training are in Grayscale.

Figure 6: An standard example of
a realistic driving scene built from
vid2vid.

Our approach works as follow: first, we transformed the
simulated forms into labeled versions, as highlighted in
Figure 5. Then, it applied vid2vid to create the realistic
driving scenes, as shown in Figure 6, from the labeled
versions.

Experimental Design
We conducted our experimental study to show the
effects of our approach in four steps. First, we selected
the driving scenario “Paris”, which is a standard scenar-

-io from OpenDS, and programmed a specific route for
the driving simulator to drive automatically. Then, we
performed the same routes under three different
environmental settings (i.e. Sunny, Rainy and Night
time) and recorded them. Next, we trained those
videos in Grayscale versions. Finally, we produced the
results via vid2vid framework.
The experimental procedure were shown step by step
in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, which shows the
simulated,
labeled
and
synthesized
versions
respectively. In each figure, the left one was driving in
the sunny day, the middle one was driving in the rainy
day and the right one was driving at night.

Figure 7: Three examples of driving scenes in OpenDS framework, which are with different environmental settings of a sunny day, a
rainy day and at night (from left to right).

System Configurations
All the implementations and
experiments were conducted
on a server remotely, with 3
cores and 20G memory. We
used
Python
3.5.2
and
PyTorch 0.4.0. Also, we
imported a TITAN X (xl) GPU
to support vid2vid. Our host
OS is MacOS 10.14.1 and
guest OS is Ubuntu 16.04.

Figure 8: Three images in labeled versions after transformations from Figure 7, which are with different environmental settings of a
sunny day, a rainy day and at night (from left to right).

Figure 9: Final results after processing the driving scenes in Figure 8 via vid2vid, which are with different environmental settings of a
sunny day, a rainy day and at night (from left to right).

Preliminary Results

Discussions

Our preliminary results show the overall quality to uild
realistic driving scenes using vid2vid is acceptable For
example, first, the left one in Figure 9 shows a pretty
realistic road scene. However, there are still two issues
to be further explored. First, the effects of presenting
distant parts of scenes is not well. Second, the edges of
the visual field are not very clear too. These two
aspects observed may due to the different resolutions
ratio between two series of images2.

Based on our preliminary results, we summarize two
major directions for further optimization, including:

The rest of Figure 9 demonstrated relatively poor
effects while changing environmental settings. The
middle one shows that, raindrops blur the driving scene,
which resulted in poor clarity. The right one showed
that the night could not be synthesized. This is because
the original data set for training the model, which is
used to perform Video-to-video Synthesis, didn’t
contain the situations while driving at night.

2

one refers to the series of recorded images from OpenDS, and
the other refers to the series of images from supporting data
set

Optimization under different environmental settings.
Existing results showed that our approach couldn’t be
extended
to
driving
scenes
under
different
environmental settings. We planned to optimize it
increasing several sample images for model training.
Optimization on Edges. Our results showed that our
approach could sketch the street views while driving
but couldn’t perform well in the edges of the visual field.
We plan to optimize it by increasing the differences
between classes’ labels, which may avoid too much
confusions while training the model.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we explored the usages of vid2vid within
OpenDS framework. The preliminary results showed its
promising futures and outstanding challenges. Our
future work would focus on the optimization of applying
vid2vid in OpenDS to build realistic driving scenes
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